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Abstract. The paper provides an overview of the author’s results in the study of
linear functional differential equations of first order ẋ(t)− (Fx)(t) = b(t) generated by five
families of linear operators x → Fx. In each of five problems (for each F) by immersion of
equations from algebra with traditional (pointwise) multiplication into an algebraic system
with special multiplication explicit epresentations for the solutions of the equations (in the
Cauchy form) are obtained.
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Introduction. The paper provides an overview of the author’s results
in the study of linear functional differential equations of first order

(1) ẋ(t)− (Fx)(t) = b(t)

generated by five families of linear operators x → Fx.
In each of five problems (for each F) by immersion of equations from

algebra with traditional (pointwise) multiplication into an algebraic system
with special multiplication explicit epresentations for the solutions of the
equations (in the Cauchy form) are obtained.

An algebraic system is a triple 〈A,O,R〉, where
- A is a non-empty set (domain);
- O is a set of operations;
- R is a set of relations.
In this survey, the domain A (depending on F) consists from functions

(of one or more variables) or from series of functions.
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126 V. RODIONOV

The collection O contains three binary operations: standard addition of
elements +, standard multiplication by scalars · and special multiplication
(which we call skew and denote by ∗ or ◦), which differs from traditional
(pointwise) multiplication. We admit traditional multiplication too.

The set R of relations (such that cardR = 1 or cardR = 2 depending on
operator F) contains special binary integral relations xR y between elements

x, y ∈ A. (We say xR y, if exists special R-integral

∫
xR y, generalizing the

Riemann–Stieltjes integral

∫
xdy.) We admit the Riemann–Stieltjes integral

too.
1. Let µ ∈ C, |µ | 6 1. In [5] we investigated linear system of differential

equations with deviating argument

(2) ẋ(t)− Ax(µt) = b(µt),

where A is a constant complex n×n-matrix, b : C → Cn is a single-valued
function that is analytic at zero. The family of equations (2) belongs to the
family of vector pantograph equations [3]. A special algebraic apparatus is
proposed for solving both given equation and for the more general equation
(3). More precisely, the concept of µ-product f ∗ g of two single-valued
functions f and g that are analytic at zero is introduced, and instead of
equation (2) we study the equation

(3) ẋ(t)− A(µt) ∗ x(µt) = b(µt),

in which the matrix A and the vector b consist of elements of the space of
single-valued functions C→ C analytic at zero (A and b consist of elements
of domain A of algebraic system 〈A,O,R〉).

Equation (2) is a special case of equation (3). The existence of the
fundamental matrix X(t) of order n for the homogeneous equation (3) are
proved. For µ 6= 0 the solution of the problem, consisting of equation (3)
and the initial condition x(0) = w, can be represented in the form

x(t) = X(t) ∗
{
X−1(0)w + µ−1

∫ µt

0

X−1(s) ∗ b(s) ds
}
,

where X−1(t) is the inverse matrix (it was shown that the matrix X is in-
vertible in the algebra generated by µ-multiplication).

2. Let t, µ, a, w ∈ C, q ∈ N. In [6] we investigated the scalar functional
differential equation

(4) ẋ(t)− a x(µtq) = b(t),
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where b is a formal power series with coefficients from C (b is an element of
the domain A). Solution x is also sought in space A. Equation (4) has a
deviation of the argument F (t) = µtq, and we call it power-law deviation.
To present solutions equation (4), special algebraic constructions are applied:
for p =̇ q − 1 we introduce the concept of associative (µ, p)-product of two
series f and g from A, which is denoted by f ∗ g. It is proved that the series

x(t) =̇C(t, 0)w +

∫ t

0

∂

∂s

(
C(t, τ) ∗

∫ s

0

b(ξ) dξ
)∣∣∣

s=τ
dτ

is a solution of the problem consisting of equation (4) and the initial con-
dition x(0) = w. By C(t, τ) we denote the the formal power series of two
variables, which is an analogue of the Cauchy function of an ordinary differ-
ential equation. In other words, if the series X(·) is a nontrivial solution of
the homogeneous equation (4), and X−1(·) is the series inverse in the sense
of (µ, p)-multiplication (it exists), then C(t, τ) =̇X(t) ∗ X−1(τ). The series
C(t, τ) satisfies the explicit representation

C(t, τ) =
∞∑
n=0

[ ∑
k+m=n

(−1)m q(
m
2 ) an

Gk(q)Gm(q)
µ`n(q) tdk(q) τ dn(q)−dk(q)

]
,

where {dn(q)}, {`n(q)}, {Gn(q)} are some integer sequences (see [6]). The
identities are proved:

C(s, s) ≡ 1, C(t, s) ∗ C(s, τ)) ≡ C(t, τ),
∂

∂t
C(t, τ)) ≡ aC(µtq, µτ q).

3. Let α, t ∈ K .
= [a, b]; x, qi, f ∈ C(K;R), Fi ∈ C(K;K), i = 1, . . . , r,

are continuous functions, and all functions qi have bounded variation. Ac-
cording to [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] family of equations

(5) x(t)−
r∑
i=1

λi

∫ t

α

x(Fi(·)) dqi = f(t), λi ∈ R,

admits an embedding in the family of Φ-integral equations (see below)

(6) x(t)−
∫ t

α

(dQ ∗ x) = f(t).

It is pertinent to note that the family of equations (5) includes into itself the
initial problem for the generalized scalar pantograph equation

(7) ẋ(t)−
r∑
i=1

ai(t)x
(
Fi(t)

)
= b(t).
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The specificity of equations (5) – (7) is such that all deviating functions Fi
are defined on the same segment K and act from it into yourself. This
circumstance makes it possible to refuse from setting of the initial functions
and from any additional restrictions on deviating functions.

Φ-integral operators x(t)→
∫ t

α

(dQ∗x) and y(t)→
∫ t

α

(y ∗dQ) are asso-

ciated with Φ-multiplication ∗, acting in a special algebra generated by semi-
group Φ (which, in turn, is generated by algebraic endomorphisms ϕ1, . . . , ϕr :
(ϕix)(·) = x(Fi(·))). Non-commutative associative Φ-multiplication of series
of functions and Riemann–Stieltjes Φ-integrals with series of functions as
arguments of integration are defined in space C(K`;R)[Λ].

In other words, the domain A .
= C(K`;R)[Λ] in algebraic system con-

sists of formal power series of functions, the components of which are forms
of degree k from non-commuting variables λ1, . . . , λr with coefficients from
function space C(K`;R). (Through Λ we denote the language generated by
the alphabet {λ1, . . . , λr}.) In this way, in the algebraic system 〈A,O,R〉,
we use Φ-multiplication ∗ and two relations: we say du ∗ v or u ∗ dv if exists

Φ-integral

∫ t

α

(du ∗ v) or

∫ t

α

(u ∗ dv) respectively.

Left and right Riemann–Stieltjes Φ-integrals (if they exist) and skew
multiplication are related by the formula of integration by parts:∫ β

α

(du ∗ v) +

∫ β

α

(u ∗ dv) = (u ∗ v)
∣∣∣β
α
.

As part of the research, we realized a procedure for constructing of fun-
damental solution X(·) of equation (6) (that is, solution of equation (6),
where f(t) ≡ 1 — unit of algebra C(K`;R)[Λ] with Φ-multiplication). With
respect to skew multiplication ∗, the function X(·) is invertible and generates
product C(t, τ) = X(t) ∗X−1(τ). Under certain conditions on parameters of
equation (6) the function C(t, τ) has all the characteristic properties of the
Cauchy function:

C(s, s) ≡ 1, C(t, s) ∗ C(s, τ) ≡ C(t, τ),

C(t, τ)−
∫ t

τ

(
dQ(s) ∗ C(s, τ)

)
≡ 1, C(t, τ)−

∫ t

τ

(
C(t, s) ∗ dQ(s)

)
≡ 1.

In terms of the algebraic system, we have obtained representation of the
general solution of equation (6):

x(t) = C(t, α) ∗ f(α) +

∫ t

α

(
C(t, s) ∗ df(s)

)
.
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4. The equation

(8) ẋ(t) = B
(
t, x(t)

)
Q̇(t),

given in terms of generalized functions, we call by impulsive (see [22, c. 143]).
Symbols x and Q denote n-dimensional and m-dimensional vector functions
respectively, and the matrix-valued function B : Ω→ Cn×m is defined in the
domain Ω ⊆ R× Cn. It is assumed that the left and right sides of equation
define linear continuous functionals (generalized functions) in the space of
basic functions D, and equation (8) itself is understood as mathematical
notation of the problem of finding such regulated functions x(·), for which
the equality (ẋ, ϕ) =

(
B(·, x)Q̇, ϕ

)
takes place for all ϕ ∈ D.

Let K =̇ [a, b] is the segment, and through G =̇ G[a, b] we denote the
space of regulated (see [4, p. 16]) functions, that is, functions x : K → C,
having finite limits x(t − 0) for all t ∈ (a, b] and x(t + 0) for all t ∈ [a, b).
Space G, endowed with the natural operation of multiplication of functions,
is Banach algebra in the sup-norm.

Regulated functions have the property that for all points t ∈ K (with
the exception of the extreme ones) three values x(t − 0), x(t) and x(t + 0)
are defined, which allows us to construct other accompanying attributes of
functions and to get meaningful new results. In this review (see [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16], [17], [18]), we define the concepts adjoint multiplication and
adjoint integral, generating algebraic systems 〈GT ,O,R〉, 〈Γ,O,R〉 and
〈BV,O,R〉 (see below for the definitions of all sets).

Finite or countable set T =̇ {τ1, τ2, . . .} in pairs different points τk ∈ K
will be called the partition of the segment K =̇ [a, b], and the set of all parti-
tions of the segment K is denoted by T(K). We also include the empty set
in the collection T(K), — it is the smallest element of a partial order defined
on the set T(K) in a natural way: T ≺ S, if T ⊆ S.

In the algebra G, the parametric lattice
{

GT
}
T∈T(K)

of subalgebras of

a special form and a subalgebra Γ representing their intersection are investi-
gated. Algebra Γ contains the algebra BV of functions of bounded variation.
In GT the projectors P

T
: x → x

T
and P T : x → xT are defined. In Γ

[ and in BV] the projectors Pc : x → xc and P c : x → xc are defined. The
questions of existence of Riemann–Stieltjes integrals of functions-projections
of functions of algebras GT , Γ and BV are investigated. The completeness
of the algebras is proved (each algebra uses own norm).

In the algebra GT the concepts of adjoint multiplication and adjoint
integral are introduced. If x, y ∈ GT , then

x · y =̇xT yT − x
T
y
T

and

∫ t

α

x · dy =̇

∫ t

α

xT dyT −
∫ t

α

x
T
dy

T
.
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In the algebra Γ [ and in BV] the concepts of adjoint multiplication and
adjoint integral are introduced. If x, y ∈ Γ [ or x, y ∈ BV], then

x ◦ y =̇xcyc − xcyc and

∫ t

α

x ◦ dy =̇

∫ t

α

xcdyc −
∫ t

α

xcdyc.

The adjoint integrals generate binary integral relations x · dy and x ◦ dy bet-
ween elements of algebras (that is, the setsR in algebraic systems 〈GT,O,R〉,
〈Γ,O,R〉, 〈BV,O,R〉).

Further, by G =̇ G(a, b) we denote the algebra of regulated functions,
defined on the interval K =̇ (a, b). For any x ∈ G are defined generalized
regulated function ϕ → (x, ϕ) and generalized derivative of regulated func-
tions ϕ → (x′, ϕ). The adjoint integrals generate the adjoint generalized

derivatives of regulated functions, respectively ϕ→ (ẋ, ϕ)T and ϕ→ (
◦
x, ϕ).

Therefore, three types of differential equations of the form (8) given in terms
of generalized regulated functions are defined.

The potential of the proposed constructions is demonstrated by the the-
orem below. In the statement the following notations are used: T (x) is an
at most countable set consisting from all points of discontinuity of the func-
tion x ∈ G; for any M ⊆ K the algebra Hloc[M ] consists of jump functions
x : K → C such that T (x) ⊆M.

Theorem. Let α ∈ K, Q ∈ BVloc, A is complex n×n-matrix and

X =
{
x ∈ Γloc : T (x) ∩ T (Q) = ∅

}
.

For operator V : Xn → Γloc
n such that (Vx)(t) =̇x(t) −

∫ t

α

AxdQ, and for

any y ∈ Γloc
n the family of solutions of the equation (

◦
Vx, ϕ) ≡ (

◦
y, ϕ) can be

represented as

x(t) = eAQ
c(t)
[
h(t) +

∫ t

α

e−AQ
c(·) dyc

]
∀h ∈ Hloc

n [K\T (Q)].

The collection x(t) = eAQ
c(t)
[
c +

∫ t

α

e−AQ
c(·) dyc

]
, c ∈ Cn, is the family of

all continuous solutions of the equation.
In other words, the representations for x(·) appearing in the statement

of the theorem can be considered as solutions of a linear impulsive equa-
tion ẋ(t) − AQ̇(t)x(t) = ẏ(t) (with constant coefficients) given in terms of
generalized regulated functions.

The family of all inextensible solutions of the equation ẋ = x has the
form x(t) = c et, t ∈ K. The theorem expands our possibilities:

(
◦
x, ϕ) ≡ (x, ϕ) ⇐⇒ x(t) = h(t) et, t ∈ K, ∀h ∈ Hloc[K].
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5. For two regulated functions x, y, given on the segment [a, b], and for
a special parameter ∆, called by the defect, the concept of a quasi-integral∫ b

a

x∆y is defined. In other words, we have binary relation x∆y; in works

[19], [20], [21] it generates the algebraic system 〈G[a, b],O,R〉.
If there is a Riemann–Stieltjes integral, then for any defect there is a

quasi-integral, and they are all equal to each other. The Perron–Stieltjes
integral, if it exists, coincides with one of quasi-integrals, where the defect is
defined in a special way (∆ = ∆0). Necessary and sufficient conditions for
the existence of quasi-integrals are obtained, and their basic properties are
proved (in particular, an analogue of the formula for integration by parts).

An existence and uniqueness theorem for the solution of the quasi-
integral equation

(9) x(t)− λA
∫ t

α

x∆Q = y(t), t ∈ [a, b],

is proved (with a constant real n×n-matrix A). The kernel Q of the system
is scalar piecewise continuous function of bounded variation, components
of vectors x and y are regulated functions, spectral parameter λ ∈ R is a
regular number. Under certain conditions, the quasi-integral equation (9)
can be interpreted as the impulsive problem

ẋ(t)− λA Q̇(t)x(t) = ẏ(t), x(α) = y(α).

An explicit representation for the solution of a homogeneous quasi-integral
equation is obtained. For an absolutely regular spectral parameter, an ana-
logue of the Cauchy matrix is defined, its properties are investigated and
under certain conditions an explicit representation for the solution quasi-
integral equation in the Cauchy form is obtained:

x(t) = C(t, α) y(α) +

∫ t

α

C(t, s)∆∗y(s).

(The relation x∆∗y is called dual to the relation x∆y.) Similar results were
obtained for the conjugate and adjoint equations. The identities are proved:

C(s, s) ≡ E, C(t, s)C(s, τ) ≡ C(t, τ),

C(t, τ)−λA
∫ t

τ

C(s, τ) ∆Q(s) ≡ E, C(t, τ)−λA
∫ t

τ

C(t, s) ∆∗Q(s) ≡ E.

Most of the author’s publications presented in the bibliography below
are available (in Russian) on the All-Russian portal Math-Net.Ru at

http://www.mathnet.ru/php/person.phtml?option lang=rus&personid=42389
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